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Valentine Collage

Finished size - 14 inches x 14 inches

For ease we have divided the instructions & cutting list for each Shadow Box contents contained in the frame.

You Will Also Need:
String or Invisible Thread
Masking Tape
Ball Tool
Needle & Foam Mat
Hot Glue
Foam Tape

For the Shadow Boxes
9 x Shadow Boxes
Glue and build the nine Boxes, fixing the tabs to the outside edge.

For Always & Forever:
2 x Forever Always
1 x Ampersand

1. Separately, glue the two ‘Forever’ and ‘Always’ words together to thicken and strengthen the card.
2. Fold the tabs on the Ampersand downwards and slot into the Shadow Box so the ends of the tabs touch the bottom. Glue into place.

3. Glue the ‘Forever’ and ‘Always’ to the top of the Ampersand.

**For Love Letters:**

2 x Folk Heart  
15 x Letters (or as required)  
2 x Stamp

1. Glue the two Folk Hearts offset into the back of the Shadow Box.

2. Using foam tape, layer the Letters into two piles.

3. Use a pen to write the front of the top Letter and affix a Stamp.

4. Use string or thread to tie the Letter piles and glue into place in the Shadow Box as desired.

**For Butterfly:**

1 x Base  
1 x Mount Colour 1  
1 x Mount Colour 2  
2 x Butterfly

1. Fold the Base panel and glue into the Shadow Box to create a raised platform.

2. Layer the Mounts alternating the colours to create the stepped aperture (as pictured), using foam tape between each layer to create depth.

3. Glue the wing sections to either side of the Butterfly and fold down the centre seam. Attach using a small drop of glue.

**For Four Hearts:**

4 x Four Hearts  
1 x Love

1. Fold and glue the Small Box in the Four Hearts file to make the Spacers. Glue a Heart onto the top and bottom of each Spacer.

2. Glue a single letter from the Love File on the top of each Heart.

3. Layout inside the box and glue in place.

**For Photo Frame:**

4 x Bunting  
1 x Photo Frame & Back  
1 x Photo Cutter  
(Use the Photo Cutter to crop a photo of the loved ones for the frame.)

1. Take the Photographs and glue to the back of the Frame. Glue the Back section behind the images, sandwiching them into place.
2. Fix the Heart Frame to the back of the Box with foam tape.

3. Fold and glue the Bunting at 1 cm spaces on a piece of invisible thread or cotton.

4. Using a needle and foam mat, make a small hole on either side of the Shadow Box and thread the bunting through. Fix to the outside of the box with tape.

For 14:
1 x 14
1 x Base
1 x Mount

1. Fold the Base and glue into the box to create a raised platform inside the Box.

2. Using foam tape, mount the Mats and Numbers onto the raised panel.

For Roses:
1 x Large Rose
3 x Medium Roses
3 x Small Roses

1. Using a ball tool and a foam mat, roll the Petals into shape.

2. Build each section of the Rose by gluing the tab to the open edge, forming four Cones.

3. Glue the Cones inside each other to form the Rose.

4. Glue the remaining Petals into the centre.

5. Glue the Rose to the small Circle.

6. Layout and fix into the box using glue and foam tape (the box will be pretty full).

For Love Birds:
1 x Frame
1 x Heart
1 x Frame Mat
2 x Love Birds

1. Glue the Circle (cut from inside the Frame) and the Heart to the back of the Box.

2. Glue the Frame Mat to the front of the Frame.

3. Glue the Wings to the Love Birds, ensuring that they do not extend over the edge of the Body.

4. Cut two small lengths of invisible thread and glue to the back of the Love Birds. When dry, glue the other set of Love Birds on top, sandwiching the thread in place.
5. Place the Frame face down and place the Love Birds in the centre of the aperture. Using a small amount of tape, attach the threads to the back of the frame top and bottom, so the birds float in the centre of the aperture when upright. Glue the thread into place.

Fold the tabs on the sides of the Frames down. Slot into the Shadow Box and glue into place.

**For Heart Lock**

1. Glue the Shadow Box together to form the Spacer. Glue the two hearts onto either side to form the Heart Lock.

2. Glue the two Keyhole sections of the Lock & Key together and glue to the front of the Heart over the keyhole.

3. Glue into the Shadow Box, and attach the Key.

**For the Frame:**

1. Plan and layout the order of the nine Shadow Boxes (three per row). Glue side to side. Always ensure that the top edge is level.

2. Glue the four Side Edges around the outside of the Boxes, leaving the long tab sitting above the top edge and unattached. Fold the four long tabs outwards.

3. Lay the Frame Topper out and glue the four ‘L’ shapes to each corner of the square (you should have a shape resembling a large noughts & crosses board). Glue the centre square to the top edge of the centre box and allow to dry fully. Glue the eight strips to the tops of the remaining Shadow Boxes working from the centre out. Allow to dry.

4. Take four of the Frame sections and glue together to create a large square. Repeat with the other four Frame Sections and glue the two Frames together.

5. Glue the Frame Mats to the top of the Frame.

6. Glue the Frame to the four long tabs on the Side Edges.

7. Add any additional decorations to the frame as desired.
LOVE

Finished size - L – 10.5 inches x 9.5 inches, O – 10.5 inches x 8.5 inches V – 10.5 inches x 10.6 inches, E – 10.5 inches x 9.5 inches Heart - 11 inches x 12 inches

Cutting List
Per Letter
1 x Each Side
2 x Base
1 x Base Mat
1 x Inner 1
1 x Inner 2
1 x Inner 3
1 x Inner 4
1 x Inner 5 - Heart Only
Spacers As Required

You Will Also Need:
Foam Tape (5mm)

The Letters and Heart are all built using the same process.

1. Using the diagram below as a guide, glue the Side pieces around the Base.

2. When dry, place the second Base Panel on top, sandwiching the tabs. Allow to dry.

3. Glue the Base Mat into the bottom of the Tray.

4. Layer the Inner panels together with foam tape to add depth.

5. Glue the Spacers together to form tall boxes. Glue to the Back of the bottom Inner panel (the number of Spacers needed will depend on the letter and card used).

6. Glue the Spacers into the bottom of the Letter and allow to dry. Stand or prop the letter up for 1-2 hours to allow the card to settle.
Split Heart Box

Finished size - 7 inches x 7.5 inches

Cutting List
1 x Box Side
4 x Box Top & Bottom
1 x Box Border
2 x Drawer Base
1 x Drawer Side
1 x Drawer Mat
2 x Heart Wrap
1 x Hinge
1 x Linked Hearts
1 x Top Mat

You Will Also Need:
Masking Tape
Multi-purpose Glue
Red Tape
Ribbon
Bowmaker

For the Drawer:

1. Starting at the ‘dip’ at the top of the Drawer Base, glue one of the Drawer Sides around the edge. Glue a few tabs at a time, moulding the Side to the shape of the Base.

2. Glue a second Drawer Base over the tabs, sandwiching in place. Glue the tabless side sections around the edge of the Drawer to strengthen.

3. Starting at the ‘point’, glue the Heart Wraps along the Sides towards the back.

4. Glue the Drawer Mat and Linked Hearts into the bottom of the finished Drawer.

For the Main Box:

5. Glue the Box Side to one of the Box Tops, a few tabs at a time, wrapping around the outside edge of the shape.
6. When dry, repeat the process with the second Box Top to make half a Box. Glue a second Box Top & Bottom over the tabs, sandwiching them in place.

7. Repeat the process for the other half of the Box and allow to dry fully. Glue the tabless Side Panels to the outside edges of the Box to strengthen.

8. Glue the Top Mat and Box Border around the edge to decorate.

**To Finish:**

1. Build the Hinge by slotting the two pieces together to form an ‘X’ shape.

2. Fold and flatten the hinge, glue two sides to the back of the Drawer, with the centre of the hinge aligning with the dip.

3. Hold the two outer Box pieces together and put a small piece of masking tape across the join at the back. Carefully open the Box.

4. Glue the hinge in to the back of the Box one side at a time, aligning the centre with the seam.

5. When dry, the box should close around the drawer forming the heart. Carefully remove the tape from the back of the Box.

6. Fix a line of double-sided tape around the outside edge of the box.

7. Make and glue a small loop of ribbon. The loop should be slightly wider than the width of the ribbon used. Fix to one side of the Box, 2-3 inches from the front edge.

8. Wrap a length of ribbon around the box, point to point, threading through the loop on the side. Leave extra hanging off the front edge of the Box without the loop.

9. Using a Bowmaker, make a bow, cutting one of the tails off.

10. Glue the Bow to the front of the loop, making sure the remaining tail is pointing to the front of the box.

11. Slide the excess ribbon through the loop to form a catch to keep the box closed. Cut to length to match the tail on the bow.
Unicorn

Finished size - 13.4 inches x 12.8 inches

Cutting List
1 x Head Top
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Horn
1 x Eyelashes
1 x Nose
Cut as many Foliage pieces as required.

1. Taking the Front piece, fold along the score lines and glue onto the Back piece to create a cone shape. Allow to dry.

2. Glue the Horn pieces together and then glue onto the front of the Back.

3. Layer and glue the Ears and glue to the Back.

4. Glue the Nose to the bottom of the cone shape. Position the Eyelashes and glue in place.

5. Fold along the score lines on the Head Top piece. Glue this into the inside of the cone. The Head Top piece creates an angled slope which the Foliage will sit on.

6. Cut, ink and shape all the Foliage Embellishments and glue them onto the top of the Head Top. Use foam tape to help raise the foliage so they are at an angle. Glue some of the foliage around the edge of the Front so they cascade downwards.
Heart Shelf

**Finished size** - 14 inches x 14 inches

This project uses construction board. For each construction board piece, you will need to cut 3 of 1000-micron construction board or 4 of 750 micron construction board.

**Cutting List**

Cut from construction board

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Panel 6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Support 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Support 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Front 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Front 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Sides</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Supports</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cut the above twice from patterned paper.
1. Glue the layers of construction board together to create all of the sections. Allow to dry.

2. Cover each section on both sides with patterned paper. Allow to dry.

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour the edges of each section.

4. Lay the Back Panels on a flat surface front face down (panel 1 should be on the right going up to 6 on your left) with a 4mm gap between each panel.

5. Glue the Back Supports 1 and 2 onto the back. Back Support 1 and 2 should be the width of the heart so they can be hidden behind the shelves.

6. Glue Back Support 3 around the curve of the Heart. Allow to dry.

7. Glue the Shelf Front to the outside edge of the long side. Allow to dry.

8. Glue both the Shelf Sides on to the outside edge of the shelf. Allow to dry. Repeat for the second Shelf.

9. Glue your shelves onto the Front of the Heart. The Shelves should line up to the outside edge of the heart. Allow to fully dry.

10. For extra strength, glue the Shelf Supports under the Shelves (not pictured).

**Linking Hearts**

**Finished size** - Large – 8.5 inches x 8.5 inches  Small – 6 inches x 5.5 inches
Folksy Heart

**Finished size** - 12.8 inches x 10.2 inches

**Cutting List:**
2 x Heart Back  
1 x Heart Back Mat 1  
1 x Heart Back Mat 2  
1 x Heart Embellishment  
1 x Heart Embellishment Mat  
1 x Heart Stand

Cut as many Embellishments to decorate as desired.

**You Will Also Need:**
Ribbon

1. Glue the two Heart Backs together. Allow to dry.

2. Layer and glue the Heart Back Mat 1 and Heart Back Mat 2 on top of the Heart Back. Allow to dry.

3. Glue the Heart Embellishment onto the Heart Embellishment Mat and allow to dry. Glue onto the Heart Back.

4. To make the Stand, cut a piece of ribbon approximately 16cm in length. Glue the ribbon centrally onto the underside of the Stand, so the ribbon hangs over either side.

5. Glue the extra stand pieces onto both sides. Allow to dry.

6. Glue the Stand onto the back of the Heart, ensure the Heart will stand up. Glue the excess ribbon to the Back to form a check strap.

7. To decorate, cut, ink and shape the various Embellishment files. Arrange and decorate the Heart as desired.
Hexagon Box

Finished size - 12 inches x 12 inches

Cutting List:
Box:
1 x Box Base
2 x Box Side
6 x Box Embellishments
1 x Box Base Mat
2 x Box Side Mat

Lid:
1 x Lid Top
2 x Lid Side
6 x Lid Embellishments
Cut as many Flower and Leaves as needed.

For the Box:
1. Glue together the Box Sides to form one long strip. Allow to dry.
2. Layer and glue the Box Embellishments, and then glue centrally onto each Box Side panel. Repeat with the other Embellishments.
3. Taking the Box Side, glue one tab at a time to the Box Base. Glue the final Box Side tab to the open edge. Allow to fully dry.
4. Glue the Box Base and Side Mats to the inside Box.

For the Lid:
1. Glue the Lid Embellishments together, ensuring to only glue down the centre of the Decorative Heart.
2. Glue the Heart Embellishments onto the top of the Lid Top (note: we have included a placement pattern on the USB to help).
3. Glue together the Lid Sides to form one long strip. Glue the Lid Sides onto the underside of the Lid Top. Allow to dry.
4. Ink and shape the Lid Flower and Leaves and glue together to form a flower. Glue the flower onto the centre of the Lid.
5. Fold the outside heart edge on the Lid Embellishments upwards.
Exploding Box

Finished size - Big box, 3.9 inches x 3.10 inches, Small box, 2 inches x 2.2 inches

Cutting List

**Main Box**
1 x Main Box
5 x Exterior Mat 1
5 x Exterior Mat 2
5 x Ornate Heart
8 x Folding Mats
4 x Interior Mat 1
4 x Interior Mat 2
1 x Lid

**Small Box**
1 x Small Box
5 x Small Interior Mat
4 x Small Interior Heart
4 x Side Ribbon
4 x Lid Ribbon
1 x Bow
1 x Small Lid

1. Fold along the score lines of the Main Box to form the Exploding Box.
2. Glue the sides of the Lid together.
3. Decorate the Main Box and Lid with the Mats and Ornate Hearts.
4. Fold along the score lines of the Small Box in the same manner as the Main Box.
5. Decorate the interior with the Small Interior Mats and Hearts.
6. Glue the Side Ribbons vertically to the sides of the Box.
7. Glue the sides of the Lid together. Glue the Lid Ribbon on top, folding over the edges.
8. To make the Bow, fold the ends of each 'X' over to meet and glue together.
9. Place a small drop of glue underneath the two joins and press down in the centre.
10. Glue the five Bow pieces on top of each other and glue to the box.
Big Heart Frame

Finished size - 10.5 inches x 11 inches

Cutting List

For The Frame
1 x Frame Back
2 x Side 1
2 x Side 2

Hearts
9 x Back
9 x Back Mat
1 x Each Heart

You Will Also Need:
Foam Tape

For the Frame:

1. Fold and glue each Frame Side piece to form four rectangles. Slot Frame Side 2 piece into the angled edge of Frame Side 1 and glue in place. Allow to dry. Repeat with the other Frame Sides to build the Frame.

For the Hearts:

1. Using foam tape, stick the Back on the front of the Back Mat.

2. Using foam tape, stick one of each Heart on the centre of each Back Piece.

3. Take your Frame Back and space the Hearts in three rows of three. Secure them onto the Frame Back with foam tape.

4. Glue the Frame Back onto the back of the Frame Sides. Allow to dry.
Mobile

Finished size - 8 inches x 16 inches

Cutting List

For The Frame:
4 x Frame  
12 x Hearts  
24 x Small Hearts  
4 x Bows  
5 x Butterflies

For The Strings:
147 x Hearts

You Will Also Need:
Invisible Thread  
Ribbon  
A Sharp Tool & Foam Mat

1. Glue the four Frame pieces together and allow to dry.

2. For each Hanging Heart, you need to glue together three Hearts. Fold in half and glue the faces together. When making the hearts to hang make sure to leave one side unglued so you can insert the invisible string later. Repeat for each Heart.

3. Cut a length of invisible string, making sure to leave some extra length at the top. Attach the Hearts to the thread through the centre, gluing the remaining sides together.

4. Repeat for each Thread.

5. To attach the strings to the Frame, use a sharp tool and foam mat to pierce holes where you want your strings to hang. Thread the strings and secure with a knot.

6. Decorate your frame as desired. We wrapped a ribbon around the frame and glued the Bows, Hearts and Butterflies over the top.

7. Use ribbon to make a hanger on top so you can hook your mobile anywhere you wish!
Lace Keepsake

Finished size - 2.1 inches x 5.6 inches

Cutting List
1 x Base Box
2 x Base Box Mat
1 x Lace Base
1 x Top Lid
1 x Top Inside Mat
1 x Top Lace Mat Large
1 x Top Lace Mat Small

You Will Also Need:
Foam Tape

1. Build the Lid and Base Box in the same way. Starting at the 'dip' in the top of the Heart, glue the side panels to the edge of the Hearts.

2. Glue the second heart over the tabs, sandwiching them in place.

3. Glue the Base Box Mat or Top Inside Mat into the bottom of the Box.

4. Layer the Lace Base pieces largest to smallest with foam tape, and glue to the bottom of the Box.

5. Layer the Small Top Lace Mat and Large Lace Mat with foam tape and glue to the top of the Lid.
Pop Box

Finished size - 6 inches x 6 inches

Cutting List
1 x Box
3 x Box Embellishment Strip
Embellishments as desired
Embellishment Strips as desired

1. Fold along all the score lines on the Box and glue with the tab. Do not glue the base, so you can fold the box flat for postage.

2. Glue the Box Embellishment Strips inside the Box.

3. Decorate as desired. Use the Embellishment Strips to add height to the decorations in your box.
Shadow Box

Finished size - 7.15 inches x 7.15 inches

Cutting List:
Shadow Box Frame:
1 x Frame Back
1 x Frame Side 1
1 x Frame Side 2

Picture:
1 x Back
1 x Layer 1
1 x Layer 2
1 x Layer 3
1 x Layer 4

Cut as many Flowers as desired to decorate

You Will Also Need:
Foam Tape

For the Frame:
1. Fold and glue each Frame Side piece to form four rectangles. Slot Frame Side 2 piece into the angled edge of Frame Side 1 and glue in place. Allow to dry. Repeat with the other Frame Sides to build the frame.
2. Glue the Frame Back onto the Frame. Allow to dry.

For the Picture:
1. Glue Layer 1 onto the back of Layer 2. Allow to dry.
2. To build the picture, glue the Back piece onto the back of the frame. Allow to dry.
3. Starting with two layers glued together in step one, place foam tape onto the reverse of the layer and attach onto the back of the frame. Repeat with the remaining layers to build the picture up.
4. Cut, ink and shape the Flowers and glue into place onto the Frame and Picture.
Jigsaw Frame

Finished size - 11.4 inches x 8.1 inches

Cutting List:
3 x Heart Base
2 x Jigsaw
1 x Photo Frame
1 x Photo Heart

You Will Also Need:
1 or 2 Photographs printed A4 for the Jigsaws
1 Photo 3 inches x 4 inches for the centre
Foam Tape

1. Glue the A4 Photos to coloured card. Allow to dry.

2. Open the Jigsaw file on your SVG cutting machine and scan in one of the photos. Align the Jigsaw file over the photo and cut out.

3. Repeat with the other photo or some plain card.

4. Glue the three Heart Bases together. Allow to dry.

5. Disassemble the Jigsaws and arrange over the Heart Base. Glue or tape the pieces into place.

6. Scan the smaller photo into your SVG cutting machine. Align the Photo Heart onto your photo and cut.

7. Cut out the Photo Frame from coloured card and glue onto the Photo Heart.

8. Align the Photo Heart into the centre of the Jigsaw Frame and attach in place by either gluing onto a couple of the Jigsaw pieces.

Tip: You can also make photograph jigsaw puzzles with your SVG Machine.
Ribbon

**Finished size** - Large– 5 inches x 7.5 inches, Medium– 4 inches x 6.5 inches, Small– 3.5 inches x 5 inches

**Cutting List**
- 2 x Heart Frame Large
- 2 x Heart Frame Medium
- 2 x Heart Frame Small
- 1 x Large Heart
- 1 x Medium Heart
- 1 x Small Heart
- 2 x Inside Frame Large
- 2 x Inside Frame Medium
- 2 x Inside Frame Small
- 1 x Large Picture Template
- 1 x Medium Picture Template
- 1 x Small Picture Template

Use a picture of your choice for the Picture Template files. We used some of the patterned papers from the USB for ours.

**You Will Also Need:**
- Foam Tape
- Ribbon

1. Layer your Large, Medium and Small Hearts with foam tape. Each size is built the exact same way. Leave these to one side.

2. For the Frames, glue the two tabs on either side of the frame together, facing up. Repeat with the other tabs to form a circle.

3. Pinch the card around the tab and tack with glue to form the point of the heart.

4. Pinch the second tab and pull down, gluing the outside edge together to form the heart.

5. Build the Inside Frames into the Heart by gluing one end to the inside of the point at the bottom. Build inwards starting with your largest Inside Frame.

6. Glue your layered Hearts on the front of the Heart Frames. Once dry glue a length of ribbon along the back of the hearts.
Heart Desk Storage

Finished size - 9 inches x 7 inches
Cutting List
1 x Base
2 x Front and Back
2 x Side
2 x Front and Back Mat
1 x Inside Mat
1 x Handle
2 x Handle Mat
2 x Heart Mat 1
2 x Heart Mat 2
2 x Heart Mat 3
2 x Heart Mat 4
2 x Heart Mat 5
2 x Heart Mat 6
2 x Ribbon
2 x Side Hearts
4 x Embellishments

You Will Also Need:
Foam Tape

1. Place both your Front and Back pieces on a flat surface. Starting with Heart Mat 1, layer Heart Mats 1-6 sticking each layer on the Front and Back pieces with foam tape.

2. Fold and glue the Ribbons and glue two of each Embellishment and ribbon onto the Front and Back on each piece. Allow to dry.

3. Glue the Side pieces onto the Base. Glue your Front and Back pieces onto the Base and Sides. Allow to dry.

4. Glue the Inside Mat onto the Base, inside all the sides of the box.

5. Glue your Front and Back Mats on the inside of the Front and Back, lining up the bottom with the Base.

6. Glue your Handle Mats onto either side of the Handle and allow to dry.

7. Curve the Handle and stick either end on the inside of the Side pieces.

8. Using foam tape, layer the Side Hearts and glue to the sides of the Box.
Rolled Heart

Finished size - 8.5 inches x 7.5 inches

Cutting List
1 x Edge Wrap
2 x Heart
1 x Stand 1
2 x Stand 2
2 x Heart (cut from construction board or heavy card)
2 x Stand 2 (cut from construction board or heavy card)

3 x Large Bud (or as required)
3 x Medium Bud (or as required)
4 x Small Bud (or as required)
Fillers as required

1. Wrap the Edge Wrap around the Construction Board or Heavy Card Heart. Allow to dry fully.

2. Glue the card Hearts onto the back and front of the Heart, sandwiching the tabs and board into place.

3. Start making the flowers, roll tightly from the centre. When tightly rolled, allow to unfurl to the required side. Glue the edge to the side to fix into place. Place into the tray and repeat.

4. Fill the tray with the Rolled Flowers. When full make some tightly rolled ‘fillers’ to fill any gaps.

5. When you are happy with the layout glue the rolled flowers in place, a few at a time.

6. For the Stand, glue the heavy card or construction board Stand 2 sections to either side of Stand 1, aligning to the top and bottom edge. Cover with the card pieces.

7. Glue the flap of the Stand onto the back of the heart, and allow to dry fully.
Dimensional Heart

Finished size - Large – 6.5 inches x 6.5 inches, Small – 3.5 inches x 3.5 inches

Cutting List
Per Heart
1 x Dimensional Heart
(We have included 2 sizes).

1. Fold along the score lines and glue the two side tabs to the bottom pieces. Allow to dry fully before joining together.

2. Glue the two sections together, starting with the two longest tabs first.

3. Fold the top tabs over and slot into place. If not using as a box, fix with glue.
Butterflies

Finished size - 9 inches x 9.5 inches

Cutting List
3 x Heart
1 x Love
1 x Stand
Butterflies as desired

You Will Also Need:
Ribbon

1. Glue your Heart layers together and leave to one side to dry.

2. To make the Butterflies, fold along the score lines of both layers to give the Butterfly shape and glue the two bodies together.

3. Glue the extra layers for the Stand on either side of the main section. Allow to dry fully.

4. Glue the top part of the Stand onto the back of your Heart, making sure to line up with the bottom of the Heart, and allow to dry. Glue a length of ribbon to the back of the Heart, under the stand. Cut the ribbon to length and glue the other end to the Stand.

5. Lay your Heart flat face up and arrange and glue your Butterflies in place.

6. Glue your Love letters onto the Mat and allow to dry. Fold together the mounts and glue them on the back of the Love Mat. Allow to dry. Glue the other end of the stands into the Heart. Allow to dry fully before standing up.
Milk Carton

Finished size - 5.75 inches x 2.5 inches

Cutting List
1 x Carton
1 x Lace Wrap
1 x Clean Wrap
2 x Rose

You Will Also Need:
Ribbon

1. Fold along the score lines on the Carton.

2. Glue the seam down the side of the Carton to the opposite edge.

3. Build the crash-lock base, this is glueless. Fold in the largest section followed by the sides, hooking the pointed tabs over the edge inside. Gently slot the final tab into the base over the side tabs.

4. Wrap the Lace Wrap around the box, gluing as you go. Glue the plain Wrap on top.

5. Glue the ornate Rose on top of the solid back and glue to either side of the Carton.

6. To finish, fold the triangular sides in, pressing the top edge together. Tie with a ribbon to hold.
Shaker Card

Finished size - 5.1 inches x 4.2 inches

Cutting List
1 x Card
1 x Card Front
1 x Acetate
1 x Jar Back
1 x Inside Cover
1 x Tag
Cut as much Confetti as required

Drawing List
1 x Jar Drawing
1 x Tag Drawing

You Will Also Need:
Acetate
Foam Tape
Ribbon
Button

1. Open the Jar Drawing File on your SVG Cutting Machine. Once in the correct place for your card, delete the outside of the rectangle and draw the Jar. Once done, keep your card on the mat.

2. Open the Card File on your machine and then scan the Jar drawing in. Align the Card File with the scanned image, the cutting file of the Jar should line up with the inner line of the Jar. Cut the file.

3. Attach the Acetate to the inside of the card. Place foam tape around the edge of the Acetate sheet, leaving no gaps. Fill the inside area of the foam tape with Confetti.

   TIP – Do not overfill the card with Confetti as they might overlap and get stuck when shaken.

4. Attach the Jar Back piece onto the foam tape.
5. Place foam tape onto the edges of the Inside Cover piece and attach to the inside of the card.

6. To decorate the front of the card, glue on the Card Front.

7. On your machine, draw the Tag Drawing File onto a piece of card and then open the Tag Cutting File.

8. Scan your card into the machine and align the Tag Cutting File on top of the Tag drawing and cut.

9. Glue a piece of ribbon onto the front of the card, under the drawing for the lid. Make a bow with the remaining ribbon. Glue the Tag into place and then glue the bow on top.

10. Embellish the card with a button on the bow and hearts from the Confetti file.

Heart Cards
Finished size - 5.5 inches x 5.5 inches
Heart Wreath

Finished size - 12 inches x 12 inches

Cutting List
4 x Heart Base
13 x Roses
7 x Leaves 1
7 x Leaves 2
8 x Buds

1. Ink and shape your pieces as desired.

2. Glue your Heart Base layers together and allow to dry while you make your Roses.

3. All the Roses are built the exact same way. Fold along the score lines of the petal strips and secure the tab onto the back of the end petal to form ring shapes. Do this for each layer of the flower. Layer up the petal rings going from biggest to smallest. Once all the rings are glued in place, glue three petals into the centre. Fix the finished Rose to the Disc. Repeat for each rose.

4. For the Buds, glue two of the same piece together and shape into a rounded shape.

5. Glue your Roses onto the Heart Base and allow to dry. Insert Leaves and Buds as desired around the Roses until your Wreath looks full.
Exploding Heart Card

**Finished size** - Card - 4.14 inches x 9.14 inches, Envelope – 5.6 inches x 6.7 inches

**Cutting List**
For the Card:
4 x Folding Hearts
13 x Heart Frame
1 x Heart Lace Mat

Note: There are two sets of Heart Mats included in the Card folder which you can also use to decorate.

For the Envelope:
1 x Envelope Back
1 x Envelope Front
1 x Envelope Embellishment
1 x Envelope Seal

**For the Card:**

1. Glue one Heart Frame onto each section of the Folding Hearts on one side, except for the top left heart (the heart left of the cut line). Allow to dry.

2. Repeat with the remaining Folding Hearts and Heart Frames, you should have one Frame left.

3. Taking one of the Folding Hearts, pull the top right heart over the top left heart and glue, this should form one of the sides for the card. Allow to dry. Repeat with the other Folding Hearts.

4. Glue the Folding Hearts together one at a time, ensuring the fold sits at base of the card. Do not glue the final two sides together.

5. Glue the final Heart Frame onto the back, and the Heart Lace Mat to the front of the card. Allow to dry.

**For the Envelope:**

1. Glue the Envelope Front onto the Envelope Back.

2. Using the Embellishment, glue the smaller heart onto the larger one and glue onto the front of the card.

3. Place your card into the Envelope and seal with the Envelope Seal.
Family Tree

**Finished size** - Plaque – 8.5 inches x 3.5 inches  Heart – 2 inches x 2 inches

**Cutting List**
1 x Plaque 1
1 x Plaque 2
1 x Plaque 3
1 x Plaque Mat
1 x Home
1 x Heart (Per Person)
1 x Heart Mat (Per Person)

**Drawing List**
1 x Is Where the Heart Is

**You Will Also Need**
String or Ribbon
Tape or Hot Glue

Note: We have used layers of construction board covered with patterned paper to make our Family Tree, you can use this method, or heavy card to make yours.

1. Layer and glue the three Plaque layers together to form the base.

2. Glue the Home Lettering to the centre of the Plaque Mat.

3. Scan the Plaque mat into the SVG cutting machine and align the 'Is Where the Heart Is' text below. Use the drawing function on the machine to write the lettering.

4. Glue the Plaque Mat onto the Plaque.

5. Scan the Heart Mats into the SVG cutting machine, using the machine fonts, write, size and align the names over the Heart Mats. Use the drawing function to write onto the Heart Mats.

6. Glue the Heart Mats onto the Hearts and thread with ribbon or string.

7. Tape or hot glue the ends of the ribbon to the back of the Plaque.
Tree Heart

Finished size - 13.4 inches x 12.8 inches

Cutting List
1 x Tree (cut from card or Vinyl).

As many 3D Hearts and Hearts as required in various sizes.

You will also need
A canvas or large piece of white card.

1. To make the 3D Hearts, fold along the fold lines to make two tabs and glue them together. The Heart should naturally bend to make it 3D.

2. Attach the Tree to your canvas or card and lay out your Hearts.

3. Glue the Hearts. To glue the 3D Hearts, put a small amount of glue on the underside curved edge of the Hearts and press down firmly.
Drawered Box

Finished size - 6.5 inches x 3.25 inches

Cutting List
3 x Drawer Box
3 x Drawer
3 x Drawer Mat
3 x Drawer Heart
1 x Back
1 x Side
2 x Top
2 x Side Mats
3 x Side Hearts
1 x Tag

You Will Also Need:
Ribbon

1. Glue the Drawer Box together to form an open ended Box. Repeat for each Box.

2. Fold and glue the Drawer together and decorate with the Drawer Mat and Heart. Repeat for each Drawer. Slot into the Drawer Boxes.

3. Glue the 3 Boxes on top of each other (as shown). Fold and glue the Back over the rear of the three Boxes.

4. Glue the base of the 2 Sides together and fold the sides around the Boxes. Glue the solid side panels to the Drawer Boxes and glue the decorative Top together. Allow to dry.

5. When dry, decorate with the Mats, Top and Hearts.

6. Use a length of ribbon to attach the Tag to the Box.
Frame

Finished size - 6 inches x 6 inches (Per Heart)

Cutting List (Per Frame)
1 x Back
1 x Embellishment
1 x Front 1
1 x Front 2
1 x Front 3
1 x Front 4
3 x Middle
1 x Photo Template (using a photo of your choice).

You Will Also Need:
Ribbon

1. Glue your Middle layers together and allow to dry.
2. Glue the Middle onto the front of the Back.
3. Layer and glue Front 1-4, on top of the Middle.
4. Cut your photo using the Photo Template into the Frame.
5. Repeat for as many Heart Frames as desired.
6. To display, run a length of Ribbon behind your frames and secure with glue.
Yin Yang Card

*Finished size* - 5 inches x 5 inches

Treat Bag

*Finished size* - 4 inches x 2.5 inches

Hearts

Cutting & Single Line Lettering

```
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
```
Scandi Heart Vinyl

Finished size - 4.8 inches x 4.5 inches

Heart of Hearts Vinyl

Finished size - 21.8 inches x 24.4 inches

Butterfly Vinyl

Finished size - 5.3 inches x 4.8 inches